For odd q, \\u\\ decreases to 4/tt, as q->»; for even q, \\u\\ increases to 4/7r, as g-> °°. The largest value is obtained when q = 3 and is equal to 4/3; the smallest value larger than 1 is obtained when g = 4 and is equal to (21'2 + 1)/2~1.207 • • • (See Rudin [3, p. 73] .)
The author has previously shown that the norm ||/i|| of a p. is not smaller than (21/2 + l)/2 if ||ju||>l (to appear in the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society). The question arises of what can be said if ||/x|| > (21/2 + l)/2. Furthermore, is it true that every p.
with ||/x|| ^4/3 has norm equal to 4/7r or equal to one of the values in the righthand side of (2) ? We shall show below that this is the case if ||m||<((17)1'2 + 1)/4~1.280
Theorem l. // 1<||ju|| <((17)1/2 + l)/4, then p. has the form
where m denotes the Haar measure of some compact subgroup H of G, and yi and y2 are distinct characters of H.
This theorem is equivalent to the following one: The equivalence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 may be proved as follows. To show Theorem 1, we may clearly assume that G is itself the support group of p., namely, the smallest closed subgroup of G on which p. is concentrated.
We note that every p with ||ju|| <2 has the form (4), where m is the Haar measure of some compact subgroup of G. This fact is an easy corollary of the theorem of Cohen [2] ; see also [l] . Thus the assumptions of Theorem 1, combined with the above remark, imply that G is compact and that p, has the form (4). Proof. For t>0, put
The second expression for/shows J' G/dp"=2t + l. Setting (x, w) -e2ia, the first expression for /shows | f(x) | g /1 1 + e2ia | + | 1 -cos 2a | = 2t | cos a I + 2(1 -cos2 a) = (f + 4)/2 -2( | cos a | -t/2)°-^ (t* + 4)/2.
Hence ||m|| ^2(2t+l)/(t2+4:).
The largest value is obtained when ==((17)i/2 -l)/2 and is equal to ((17)1'2 + l)/4. We now prove Theorem 2. Since the translate of 5 by any element of r leaves the norm of p. invariant, we shall assume that S contains 0. First suppose that 5 consists of precisely three elements 0, yi and y2. If neither yi+y2 nor yi-y2 is in S, put m = 0, z>=yi, w = y2; if yi+ya is in S, put u=yz, v = 0, w = 2yi; if yi-y2 is in 5, put w = 0, i> = y2, w = yi. In any cases so chosen u, v, and w satisfy the assumptions of the lemma and so we have the desired conclusion.
If 5 contains more than three elements, the proof proceeds by induction on the number of the elements of S.
(I) Suppose that 5 contains a coset of the cyclic subgroup r(y0) generated by a nonzero element yo in V. In this case, we may assume, without loss of generality, that 5 contains T(yo) itself and that the order of y0 is a prime.
Since 5 is not a union of cosets of T(yo) by (b), there exists yi in 5 such that the coset yi+r (y0) is not entirely contained in 5. If Si is the intersection of S and yi+r(y0), it follows that Si is properly contained in S and satisfies (b), since the order of y0 is a prime. There are the following two possibilities, (i) and (ii):
(i) Suppose that Si contains at most two elements. If Si contains neither yi+yo nor yi-yo, we can appeal to the lemma. In case either yi+yo or yx-y0 is in Si we may clearly assume that yi+yo is in Si since yi is in Si. Then y0 has order larger than 2 since Si contains two elements yi and yi+yo and since Si is not a coset in Y. It follows that none of yi-y0 and yi + 2y0 belongs to Si. If the order of y0 is larger than 3, Si contains neither yi+2yo nor yi -2yo, and so the lemma applies if we set u = 0, z> = yi, w = 2y0. If the order of y0 is equal to 3, let m0 be the Haar measure of the annihilator of the cyclic group T(yo) and let uo be the convolution of m0 and pi, where dpi(x) ix, yi)dp(x). Sino) coincides with Si-yi and so consists of two elements 0 and y0, which implies dkioix) = {l + (-x, yo)}dm(x). We thus conclude ||/x|| ^||/xo|| =4/3, since the order of yo is equal to 3.
(ii) Suppose that Si contains at least three elements. If we define
Mo as above, it follows that ||ju|| ^ ||mo|| ^ ((17)1/2 + l)/4 by the hypothesis of induction, since the number of the elements of S(jxo)=Si-yi decreases at least 1 from that of S.
(II) Suppose that S contains no coset of any nontrivial cyclic subgroup of r. In this case, we have the following two possibilities, (iii) and (iv):
(iii) Assume that there exists a nonzero y0 in T such that S contains all of the elements y+iP + l)yo, y+(p+2)yo and y + (p+3)y0 for some y in T and for some integer p. Without loss of generality, we may then clearly assume that y = 0 and p = -1 (if necessary, consider S-y -ip + l)yo in place of S). Let {Bj} be the collection of the disjoint subsets of S each of which consists of the elements fe+0yo, ltklfknj, where % and q3 are integers such that neither q/Yo nor (&•+«,•+ 1)yo is in 5. Our assumption implies that at least one of the n3-is larger than 2.
First assume that some «>• are odd. Putting nj = 2k + l, we define u=(qj + l)yo, v=(qj+k + l)y0, w=(k + l)y0 if fe==l, and set m = 0, "= fe + l)7o, w = Yo if k = 0. It is easy to show that so defined u, v, and w satisfy the conditions in the lemma, and we have the desired conclusion.
Next assume that all w; are even. Put nj = 2kj. It there exists an «J=i4 such that (?/+«.,■ +2)yo is not in S, we define «=(<Zy+l)Yo, v=(qj+kj+l)yo, w=(kj+l)y0, and appeal to the lemma. If The proof of Theorem 2 is now completed. The following corollary is an easy conclusion of Theorem 1.
Corollary. Every p. with l<||/x|| <((17)1/2+l)/4 has norm equal to one o/ the values 2/(ptan(ir/2p)), 4/tt, 2/(qsm(ir/2q)), where p ranges over the set o/ all the even integers larger than 2 and q over the set o/ all the odd integers larger than 7. In particular, we have y==(2i/2+D/2if y>i.
We do not know whether the constant ((17)1/2 + l)/4 is the best possible one in Theorem 2. However, an example shows that it cannot be increased beyond 4/3. In Theorem 2, let S= {0, y, 2y}, where y is an element in T with order 6, then we have \\p\\ =4/3.
